The earliest studies of circadian activity rhythms in rodents identified food availability as an important synchronizing cue, but analysis of the role and neurobiology of food as a zeitgeber remained decidedly out of the spotlight for many years, to the extent that food garnered no mention in the Cold Spring Harbour Biological Clocks symposium proceedings of 1960 and but a single line in a recent, otherwise highly commendable, textbook of chronobiology (Dunlap et al., 2004) . With the recent discovery that virtually all organs and many brain regions exhibit circadian rhythms of clock gene expression and that feeding time is the dominant zeitgeber for these rhythms, the molecular and neural biology of food entrainment is now attracting widespread attention. To elucidate the biology of any process (e.g., entrainment), it is critical to remain clear on the phenomenology that one seeks to explain. We therefore welcome the opportunity to exchange commentaries with Gooley and Saper (2007 [this issue]) on the measurement and interpretation of brain lesion effects on food entrainment. Contrary to Gooley et al. (2006) , we find that ablation of the dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH) in rats does not affect entrainment of behavioral rhythms by daily feeding schedules. In their commentary, Gooley and Saper argue that "feeding-related" behaviors (including wheel running and activity directed at feeding locations) are not appropriate measures of food entrainment because such behaviors are affected by hourglass processes unrelated to oscillator entrainment. Gooley and Saper also comment on our discussion of quantitative procedures, lesion techniques, and lesion specificity. We respond to these comments in turn.
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WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE MEASURE OF FOOD ENTRAINMENT?
Nocturnal rats restricted to a single daily meal provided in the middle of the light period exhibit increased activity prior to mealtime. This can be readily detected in wheel-running behavior, activity directed at a food bin, operant lever pressing, or even general cage activity measured by tilt floors, infrared motion sensors, or changes in strength (position) of a radiofrequency signal from an intraperitoneal transmitter. This bout of food-anticipatory activity (FAA) typically emerges within a few days and stabilizes within 1 to 3 weeks, at which time it begins ~1 to 3 h before mealtime (depending on the behavior) and rises steeply to a peak at mealtime. If food is withheld, the peak level of FAA plateaus for the usual duration of mealtime and then declines to low levels until the night. The next day, FAA reappears at its usual time and with its usual waveform, and this will be repeated for 3 to 5 days without food. This repetition defines a true rhythm, not an hourglass process (i.e., a timer that has to be reset each day, e.g., by food delivery). Indeed, careful studies of FAA in rats under different feeding schedules have revealed canonical properties of circadian clock regulation, including circadian limits to entrainment (no anticipation to meals at intervals <22h or >31h), phase angle dependence on the period (T) of the feeding schedule, aftereffects of T on FAA period during food deprivation, and transients (gradual shifting) in response to a shift of mealtime (reviewed in Boulos and Terman, 1980; Aschoff, 1986; Mistlberger, 1994; Mistlberger and Marchant, 1995; Stephan, 2002) . To explain these rhythmic properties, the concept of a food-entrainable pacemaker (oscillator or clock) was invoked (Boulos and Terman, 1980) . The great majority of these experiments used wheel running as the measure of FAA, although food bin activity produces parallel results. Gooley and Saper (2007) now argue that such behaviors are inappropriate measures of food entrainment because they reflect hourglass processes (i.e., these behaviors are claimed to increase nonspecifically during caloric deprivation, creating the appearance of clock-controlled anticipation where in fact there may be none). To accept this argument, we have to ignore several things. First, we have to ignore the entire behavioral literature on which the concept of food-entrainable oscillators was built, which long ago invalidated hourglass clocks as a plausible mechanism for FAA. Indeed, when rats are food deprived for 54 h prior to their first midday meal, they show no increase in wheel running (see Mistlberger, 1994, Fig. 1) . Daytime activity does not begin to appear until prolonged deprivation, and the pattern of increase is different (e.g., Challet et al., 1996) . Second, we have to ignore the properties of FAA displayed by DMH-ablated rats in Landry et al. (2006 Landry et al. ( , 2007 ). In these rats, FAA rises until scheduled mealtime and then declines if food is not provided, and this is repeated on subsequent deprivation days. This fails the first criterion for an hourglass clock. Third, we have to ignore the results of the second experiment in the present study, in which we show clearly that rats that have never been exposed to restricted daytime feeding schedules do not show a pattern of activity reminiscent of FAA during 72 h of total food deprivation, even when exposed to sounds of other rats anticipating a midday meal. If the hourglass clock argument had any merit, these rats should show a marked peak of activity in the middle of the day during total food deprivation. They do not. Gooley and Saper (2007) state that our DMHablated rats exhibit food anticipation on the first day of restricted feeding, before their first meal, and that this is consistent with an hourglass interpretation of anticipation. This is misleading because our DMHablated rats (consistent with Chou et al., 2003) exhibit reduced nocturnality prior to food restriction, and thus some daytime activity should also be present on the first day of food restriction. An entrainment process driving FAA is manifest by the gradual intensification of this activity over days, the marked positive slope of the activity waveform toward mealtime, and persistence of the FAA rhythm during total food deprivation.
Gooley and Saper (2007) further state that our motion sensor was placed near the food hopper, and they imply that we therefore measured "feedingrelated" behavior, whereas their motion sensors (an implanted transmitter) somehow do not measure feeding-related movements. This is misleading on both counts. As stated in our article, our motion sensors were positioned directly over the middle of the cage and detected activity anywhere in the cage. The telemetry motion sensors would do the same thing. The 2 studies used the same cage types, with food in the same place on top of the cage (we appreciate Gooley's personal communication of this information prior to our study). FAA should be detected by either measure. The primary difference between the 2 sensors is that implanted transmitters will register movements such as grooming or postural adjustments during rest. These constitute background noise, which can obscure the "signal" of interest, because movements unrelated to food anticipation are lumped in with movements that may be food anticipatory, and the 2 types of movements are mutually exclusive. Our motion sensors are not sensitive to such small movements and hence serve to filter out this noise. Thus, as a general principle, implanted sensors are the least appropriate measures for detecting food-entrained behavioral rhythms. We believe that this does contribute to the low levels of FAA in Gooley et al.'s (2006) DMH lesion rats, but we assume that other factors are also involved (see below).
WHAT ARE VALID CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF FOOD-ANTICIPATORY ACTIVITY?
For the reasons outlined above, the hourglass clock is not a valid concept to explain the properties of FAA observed in wheel running or the locomotor activity measures used in our 2 DMH ablation experiments. Gooley and Saper (2007) argue that FAA evident in our DMH-ablated rats could also be due to associative learning, whereby rats would learn that food is available 6 h after lights turn on. This idea is unsubstantiated by evidence from either the chronobiology or the animal learning literature. In fact, rats provided with external cues that precede feeding time by 2 h or 4 h exhibit less, not more, FAA (Terman et al., 1984) . FAA does not require an LD cycle and, once established, does not shift in response to a 4-h phase advance of LD, as demonstrated in a study of FAA in rats with paraventricular nucleus lesions (Mistlberger and Rusak, 1988 ). In the present study, FAA in intact and DMH-ablated rats did not even begin until ~3 h after lights-on. Thus, there is no evidence that rats use light onset and interval timing to predict mealtime 6 h later. More generally, given that FAA in our intact and DMH-ablated rats was virtually identical, as revealed by the average waveforms, it is implausible to ascribe anticipation to very different mechanisms (e.g., food entrainment vs. associated learning/interval timing) in the 2 groups.
WHAT IS A VALID QUANTITATIVE METRIC OF FOOD ANTICIPATION?
We directly compared our metric of FAA with Gooley et al.'s (2006) metric. Contrary to what they state in their commentary, we did not conclude that their data transformation fully explained the low levels of FAA in their rats. Rather, we stated that it likely contributed but did not fully explain their results. Gooley and Saper's (2007) reanalysis of their data with our metric confirms that conclusion. These comparative analyses do serve to illustrate the importance of the metric. Using our method, the quantitative result matches the average waveforms. Using their method, the quantitative and graphical descriptions are disconnected, and we explained why. Is there one best metric? Probably not, but a bad metric would be one that relies on comparisons with baseline, where baselines differ between groups in critical ways. Although Gooley and Saper state that their DMH-ablated rats did not show significantly attenuated rhythms (nocturnality) in LD during ad libitum food access (statistically, only a trend for reduced nocturnality in their rats), our rats did, and thus the metric that we used was appropriate for our data.
WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE
LESION TECHNIQUE? Gooley et al. (2006) used ibotenic acid to kill cells and spare fibers of passage, whereas we used radiofrequency current to ablate all cells and fibers. The advantage of our technique is that we were able to make complete ablations, whereas with ibotenic acid, some cells were spared. If we had observed a significant effect with radiofrequency lesions, then a logical next step would have been a neurotoxin that spares fibers of passage. Making partial lesions with neurotoxins that are selectively effective is a potentially wasteful strategy, if results are negative. This is of particular concern in studies of circadian timekeeping, given observations that lesions of light-entrainable pacemakers do not eliminate and may marginally affect circadian parameters unless most of the tissue is removed (e.g., Block et al., 1995; Harrington et al., 1993) . This is directly contrary to reports by Gooley et al. (2006) and Chou et al. (2003) of highly significant linear correlations between numbers of DMH cells spared and the amplitude of food-anticipatory and free-running rhythms, respectively. Such strong linear correlations between cell numbers and function are unusual in neural systems, which more often display marked nonlinearity (e.g., dopamine neuron loss and movement disorders; cholinergic cell loss and cognitive dysfunction).
THE ROLE OF THE HYPOTHALAMUS IN FOOD ENTRAINMENT
We believe that the very weak behavioral anticipation evident in Gooley et al.'s (2006) DMH lesion rats is due to a combination of factors. First, the measurement tool is too blunt and conflates incompatible behaviors, some that increase prior to mealtime (locomotion) and some that decrease (grooming, postural adjustments during rest). Second, the cage configuration does not give the rat opportunity to display intact function (see Landry et al., 2006 , for discussion of how this, as well as cage temperature, may affect expression of FAA). Third, the neurotoxic lesions may have damaged a greater proportion of hypocretin/orexin cells than were killed by our radiofrequency lesions. Hypocretin/orexin ablation fragments sleep-wake and reduces FAA in blunt measures of activity (Akiyama et al., 2004; Mieda et al., 2004) but not in spatially specific measures of activity, such as the ones we used to examine the role of this cell type in FAA (Mistlberger et al., 2003) . Gooley et al. (2006) did not count hypocretin/orexin cells, and such counts may have revealed even better correlations with their measure of FAA. We thus agree with their call for "rigorous quantitative assessment of differential cell loss in specific cell groups," in those experiments where a lesion effect is reported.
Strong evidence is accumulating that the DMH is not the site of oscillators critical for food anticipation. Another recent study has shown that FAA is not disrupted in mice with DMH ablations (Moriya et al., in press) . Although DMH neurons exhibit a circadian rhythm of Per2 expression during restricted feeding schedules in mice (Mieda et al., 2006; Moriya et al., in press) and rats (Verwey et al., 2007) , the rat study further revealed that this was dependent on food deprivation and was independent of food anticipation. Thus, neither the DMH nor DMH Per2 expression is necessary for FAA. It will be important to thoroughly characterize, at multiple time points, the circadian rhythm of DMH Per2 expression during total food deprivation in rats naive to restricted daytime feeding schedules.
A synthesis of the available evidence is that the hypothalamus modulates the expression of foodanticipatory behavioral rhythms; it must, given its critical role regulating energy input and output. Leptin, acting on NPY neurons in the arcuate nucleus, may be an inhibitory factor responsible for attenuated FAA in diet-induced obese rats (Mistlberger and Antle, 1999; Mistlberger and Marchant, 1999; Persons et al., 1993) . Hypocretin/orexin promotes arousal and consolidated wakefulness in response to energy depletion (Beuckmann et al., 2004) . The DMH is activated in association with food deprivation, and although not required for FAA, this may be important for regulation of autonomic effectors for body temperature and endocrine rhythms, such as corticosterone. This needs confirmation. Entrainment of behavioral and autonomic rhythms by feeding likely involves a distributed population of circadian clock cells, with different sites contributing to different rhythms and multiple sites contributing to behavioral rhythms. We urge increased sophistication in behavioral analysis of foodanticipatory rhythms.
